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Challenges of the  bound-state systems
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Radiative corrections 
Relativistic corrections 
Binding effects 
Recoil corrections 
Nuclear structure corrections 

Many contributions and several expansions

all mixed up
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We (CREMA collaboration) performed theory compilations, but
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 We had great fun to discuss with theorist 
 But we are not specialist 

Theorist have different approaches 
Many theorist do not compare their results to each other  
How to add up the various contributions from the various authors? 
Double counting, completeness!

Challenges 

 Community consensus 
 Less prone to mistakes, biases 
 Better evaluation of uncertainties 
 Easier to have a continuous update 
 Expertise from various fields: QED,  
hadron, nuclear, scattering…..

We did our own compilations with best effort Better solution: theory initiative
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Example of our (CREMA collaboration) theory compilations……
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Table 1

All known radius-independent contributions to the Lamb shift in µp from different authors, and the one we selected. Values are in meV. The entry # in the first column refers to Table 1
in Ref. [13]. The ‘‘finite-size to relativistic recoil correction’’ (entry #18 in [13]), which depends on the proton structure, has been shifted to Table 2, together with the small terms #26
and #27, and the proton polarizability term #25. SE: self-energy, VP: vacuum polarization, LBL: light-by-light scattering, Rel: relativistic, NR: non-relativistic, RC: recoil correction.
# Contribution Pachucki Nature Borie-v6 Indelicato Our choice Ref.

[10,11] [13] [79] [80]

1 NR one-loop electron VP (eVP) 205.0074
2 Rel. corr. (Breit–Pauli) 0.0169a

3 Rel. one-loop eVP 205.0282 205.0282 205.02821 205.02821 [80] Eq. (54)
19 Rel. RC to eVP, ↵(Z↵)4 (incl. in #2)b �0.0041 �0.0041 �0.00208c [77,78]

4 Two-loop eVP (Källén–Sabry) 1.5079 1.5081 1.5081 1.50810 1.50810 [80] Eq. (57)

5 One-loop eVP in 2-Coulomb lines ↵2(Z↵)5 0.1509 0.1509 0.1507 0.15102 0.15102 [80] Eq. (60)
7 eVP corr. to Källén–Sabry 0.0023 0.00223 0.00223 0.00215 0.00215 [80] Eq. (62), [87]
6 NR three-loop eVP 0.0053 0.00529 0.00529 0.00529 [87,88]

9 Wichmann–Kroll, ‘‘1:3’’ LBL �0.00103 �0.00102 �0.00102 �0.00102 [80] Eq. (64), [89]
10 Virtual Delbrück, ‘‘2:2’’ LBL 0.00135 0.00115 0.00115 [74,89]
New ‘‘3:1’’ LBL �0.00102 �0.00102 [89]

20 µSE and µVP �0.6677 �0.66770 �0.66788 �0.66761 �0.66761 [80] Eqs. (72) + (76)

11 Muon SE corr. to eVP ↵2(Z↵)4 �0.005(1) �0.00500 �0.004924d �0.00254 [85] Eq. (29a)e
12 eVP loop in self-energy ↵2(Z↵)4 �0.001 �0.00150 f [74,90–92]
21 Higher order corr. to µSE and µVP �0.00169 �0.00171g �0.00171 [86] Eq. (177)
13 Mixed eVP + µVP 0.00007 0.00007 0.00007 [74]
New eVP and µVP in two Coulomb lines 0.00005 0.00005 [80] Eq. (78)

14 Hadronic VP ↵(Z↵)4mr 0.0113(3) 0.01077(38) 0.011(1) 0.01121(44) [93–95]
15 Hadronic VP ↵(Z↵)5mr 0.000047 0.000047 [94,95]
16 Rad corr. to hadronic VP �0.000015 �0.000015 [94,95]

17 Recoil corr. 0.0575 0.05750 0.0575 0.05747 0.05747 [80] Eq. (88)
22 Rel. RC (Z↵)5 �0.045 �0.04497 �0.04497 �0.04497 �0.04497 [80] Eq. (88), [74]
23 Rel. RC (Z↵)6 0.0003 0.00030 0.0002475 0.0002475 [80] Eq. (86)+Tab.II

(continued on next page)
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…and the most recent update
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Laser spectroscopy of the 1S-HFS in μH Hyperfine splitting in   and μ+e (μ4He++)e

CREMA 
(PSI)

FAMU 
(RIKEN-RAL)

MUSEUM  
(J-PARC)

Ongoing activities with muons

δ = 1 × 10−6

δ = 1 × 10−5
δ = 4 × 10−12

δ = 2 × 10−9

1S-2S and 2S-2P transitions  in  μ+e

Mu-Mass 
(ETH-PSI)

(J-PARC)
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Ongoing activities with muons
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High-resolution 
measurements using a 
metallic magnetic 
calorimeter

M

T

!

Cabs Cspins

Energy resolution --- Why ‚micro‘-calorimeter

Thermal fluctuations of energy
between absorber, thermometer and bath lead to

e.g. 1eV for C = 1 pJ/K at T = 50 mK

metallic magnetic calorimeters

paramagnetic sensor:  Au:Er500ppm , Ag:Er

signal size:

muX and  Reference Charge Radii
Quartett: charge radii from Lithium to Neon

Measurement of muonic x rays  from 
microgram targets to extract absolute 
charge radii as  inputs for APV 
experiments, laser spectroscopy,  
nuclear structure investigations
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One urgent example: 1S hyperfine splitting in muonic hydrogen
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µ

Measure HFS transition with 
δ ≃ 1 × 10−6

1S

2P

2S
2S-2P

1S-HFS

En
er
gy

 Determine nuclear structure contribution 
δ ≃ 1 × 10−4
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Impact of the HFS measurement
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Provides information on magnetic 
structure of the proton 

where F = 0 or 1 is the total spin, N the anomalous magnetic moment of the nucleus;

GM(0) = 1+N is the value of the magnetic moment in units of Ze�2M . The corresponding

coordinate-space potential is directly proportional to the magnetization density ⇢M(r).
Details on the charge and magnetization densities, and the coordinate-space potentials are

given in Sec. 2 of the Supplement.

The 1st-order contribution, yields the following hfs interval of the nS-level:

E
�mFF�
nS-hfs

= �1 − 2Z↵mr�rM ��EF

n3
+O[(Z↵)6], 12.

where EF is the Fermi energy, and �rM � = 4⇡ ∫ ∞0 dr r3⇢M(r) is the linear magnetic radius.

At the 2nd order, the interference with the eFF potential of Eq. 1, gives:

E
�mFF��eFF�
nS-hfs

= Z↵mr��rM � − rZ�EF

n3
+O[(Z↵)6], 13.

thus cancelling the linear magnetic radius term from the 1st order, and installing instead

the Zemach radius:

rZ = − 4
⇡
� ∞

0

dQ

Q2
�GE(Q2)GM(Q2)

1 + N
− 1� . 14.

The Fermi-energy contribution is not a finite-size e↵ect, as it is already present for a pointlike

nucleus. The leading finite-size e↵ect in the hfs is therefore of order (Z↵)5,
E

f.s.
nS-hfs = −(2Z↵mr�n3)EF rZ. 15.

At this order, also the polarizability corrections begin to appear. We consider them next.

The Fermi energy:
EF =
8(Z↵)4m3

r(1+N )
3mM

2.2. Two-photon exchange and polarizability e↵ects

Figure 4

The 2� exchange (a), with the t-channel (b) and the s-channel (c) cuts. The cyan blobs represent
e↵ects from nuclear excitations.

Thus far, we considered e↵ects which stem from the one-photon exchange and its iter-

ations, such that the nucleus stays intact and in its ground state. There are also e↵ects

coming from nuclear excitations, which can only be assessed through a 2� exchange, see

Fig. 4(a). This description goes beyond the elastic form factors and involves instead the

polarizabilities and inelastic structure functions, as will be seen in what follows.

The 2� exchange in Fig. 4(a) introduces, in general, a correction V2�(p′ − p;p′, p) which
depends on the relative momenta of the initial and final state, p and p

′, as well as the

momentum transfer q = p′−p. These are four-momenta, but the energy e↵ects can safely be

neglected, since they are suppressed by (Z↵)2mr. The dependence on �p� = �p′� is suppressed
8 A. Antognini, F. Hagelstein and V. Pascalutsa

Combined with H  
Test of HFS theory with rel. acc.→ < 10−8

Sensitive especially to axial-vector BSM contributions

J
H
E
P
0
5
(
2
0
2
2
)
0
0
2

resuming all the series expansion in 1/mφ in the heavy mass theory. Note that for Z > 1,
g(N)
X = Zg(p)X .

We observe that a scalar particle gives an opposite sign contribution with respect to a
vector dark force for a fermion-fermion potential. Hence, we could in principle envision a
scenario where the LS contributions are canceled among different particles. Note that this
is different with respect the g−2 case where cancellations are possible without the necessity
to add new matter [26]. Furthermore, as we will see in the next section, combining HFS
and LS measurements provide a test for dark forces free from possible cancellations. The
reason is that a vector force gives a non-zero contribution to the HFS, while scalars do not.

3 Testing dark forces via hyperfine splitting measurements

We consider the hyperfine splitting of the 1s states EHF = E(1sf=1) − E(1sf=0). In
this case, only the light axial-vector contributes to this splitting at leading order in the
non-relativistic expansion (p/mr)

VHF,A(r) =






−2g(1)A g(2)A

3π

(
e−mφr

r
+ 2πδ(3)(r)

m2
φ

)

S1 · S2 for mφ ! a−1
0 ,

− 4d(A)
v

m1m2
δ(3)(r)S1 · S2 for mφ ∼ mr,

(3.1)

where Si refers to the spin of particle-i and d(A)
v can be found in (A.9). Note that the upper

expression in (3.1) does not have a smooth mφ → 0 limit. This is because, in contrast to
the vector case, for the axial vector the extra degree of freedom of the massive vector field
with respect to the massless field contributes to the leading potential.

The energy shift produced by this potential is again computed with the results in
appendix B and gives

EHF,A =






−4g(1)A g(2)A

3πa30m2
φ

3a20m2
φ + 4a0mφ + 4

(a0mφ + 2)2 for mφ ! mrα ∼ a−1
0 ,

−4g(1)A g(2)A

πa30m
2
φ

for mφ ∼ mr,

(3.2)

where again, as was the case for the Lamb shift, the heavy-mφ limit of the expression
for light mass naturally reproduces the heavy mass one, since both come from tree level
exchange.

There is no contribution form a scalar to the hyperfine splitting up to O(p2/m2
r), while

the vector and pseudo-scalar contributions can be compactly expressed by the potential
(X = V, P )

VHF(r) =






hX
g(1)X g(2)X

6πm1m2

(
m2

φe
−mφr

r
− 4πδ(3)(r)

)

S1 · S2 for mφ ! a−1
0 ,

− 4d(X)
v

m1m2
δ(3)(r)S1 · S2 for mφ ∼ mr,

(3.3)

– 4 –

Spin structure program 
Form factor program 
Chiral perturbation theory 
Dispersion-based th. 
Lattice QCD

e-

µp spectroscopy

p

µ-

H spectroscopy

p

e--p scattering

 H 2 
e- p

e⁻

Frugiele & Peset
Hagelstein, Pascalutsa, Carlson, Martynenko, 
Tomalak, Faustov, Vanderhaegen, Lensky Stadnik 

Pachucki, Karshenboim, Indelicato, Eides, 
Martynenko, Patkos, Yerokhin, …
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We need to face a technology leap (compared to 2S-2Pmeasurement)
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5’000 times larger laser energy density   

Less favourable wavelength:  
 instead of  

30 times smaller laser bandwidth and 20 times larger 
number of frequency points  

Indirect signature of a successful laser excitation:  
larger background (larger statistics need) 

Toroidal multi-pass cavity at cryogenic temperatures 

6.8 μm 6.0 μm

  

Simulated performance of the cell

Principle of the CREMA hfs experiment

The hfs experiment by the CREMA Collaboration follows the sequence illustrated in Fig. 7. A negative muon

of 11 MeV/c momentum passes an entrance detector triggering the laser system and is stopped in a H2 gas target

(∼ 1 mm thickness, 0.5 bar pressure, 20 K temperature), wherein a µH atom is formed. While the laser pulse is being

generated, the µH atom is de-exciting to the F = 0 sublevel (see inset in Fig. 7) of the 1S-state and thermalizing

to the H2 gas temperature. After 1 µs, the µH is thermalized and the generated laser pulse of 1 mJ energy at a

wavelength of 6.8 µm (equivalent to a frequency of 44 THz and an energy of 0.18 eV) is coupled into a multi-pass

cavity surrounding the muon stopping region. The multiple reflections occurring in this toroidal cavity allow the

illumination of a disk-shaped volume with a diameter of 15 mm and a thickness of 0.5 mm with a laser fluence of

O(10) J/cm2. The on-resonance laser pulse excites the muonic atom from the singlet F = 0 to the triplet F = 1

sublevels. Within a short time, an inelastic collisions between the µH atom and one H2 molecule of the gas target

de-excites the µH atom from the triplet back to the singlet sublevels. In this process, the hfs transition energy

is converted into kinetic energy: on average the µH atom acquires 0.1 eV kinetic energy, the rest goes to the H2

molecule. With this extra kinetic energy, which is much larger than the thermal energy, the µH atoms start di↵using

in the H2 gas reaching the target walls 100 − 400 ns after laser excitation, as shown by the peak in Fig. 7 (right). At

the gold-coated target walls the muon is transferred from µH to the nucleus, forming muonic gold (µAu∗) in highly

excited states. The µAu∗ de-excitation produces various X-rays of MeV energy which are used as signature of a

successful laser-induced transition, so that the hfs resonance can be exposed by counting the number of µAu cascade

events after laser excitation as a function of the laser frequency.

X-ray detectors

laser
pulse

H
2  gas

X-ray detectors X-ray detectors
muon
beam

laser-excited µp thermalized µp X-ray

ca
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µ−

1200 1400
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Figure 7

Setup, principle and level scheme of the CREMA hfs experiment. (Left) The setup in which the muon beam is stopped in
a hydrogen-gas target and the formed µH atoms are excited by the laser pulse. A successful excitation of the hfs transition
leads to a µH atom with extra kinetic energy that e�ciently di↵uses to one of the target walls where X-rays are produced.
(Right) Probability (normalized to the number of entering muons) that a µH is reaching the target walls versus time at
typical target conditions and laser performance. The laser excitation occurs at 1.0 µs. The laser induced events are well
visible.
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2.2. HyperMu - Measuring the 1s hyperfine splitting in µp 11

laser frequency

nu
m

be
r o

f x
-ra

ys

background
level

resonance

(a) Resonance curve (example) (b) Potential cavity design

Figure 2.8.: (a) Resonance curve as it may be obtained from the HFS measurement and
(b) 3D model of a possible laser cavity with toroidal geometry to enhance the
laser fluence.

again within few nanoseconds, receiving the kinetic energy kick discussed above. From
now on, this muonic atom has a higher probability to reach the wall and cause x-rays than
it would have without the energy kick.
In order to infer the energy of the hyperfine transition, the laser frequency is stepwise
tuned. When the laser frequency comes close to the atomic transition frequency (on
resonance), the number of x-rays increases because more muonic atoms reach the wall
due to the energy kick. Plotting the number of x-rays in a certain time window after the
laser excitation against the laser frequency, one obtains a resonance curve as qualitatively
illustrated in Fig. 2.8 (a). In the same time window, there are µp atoms reaching the
target walls that were not excited by the laser light. These atoms give rise to background.
To obtain a significant result for the transition energy the resonance has to be measured
very precisely. Due to limited experimental time it is therefore important to have optimal
conditions in the target for a good ratio between true signal hits and background hits.
The focus of the di↵usion simulations for HyperMu in this thesis will therefore be on the
investigation of important target parameters as, e.g., geometric extent and pressure. The
results are used to optimize the design of the target. However, the final target geometry
will be a compromise between optimal di↵usion conditions and realizability regarding the
laser cavity. A potential cavity design using a toroidal shape is shown in Fig. 2.8 (b).
The cavity is not stable, so that the laser beam changes its direction when reflected by
the mirror. Like this, the region around the center of the cavity is illuminated relatively
uniformly. The direction of the muon beam is perpendicular to the laser-illuminated plane.
The space in the cavity is filled with H2 gas to stop the muons and form µp atoms.

11
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Injection-seeded high-power Yb:YAG thin-disk
laser stabilized by the Pound-Drever-Hall
method
MANUEL ZEYEN,1 LUKAS AFFOLTER,1 MARWAN ABDOU
AHMED,2 THOMAS GRAF,2 OGUZHAN KARA,1 KLAUS KIRCH,1,3

ADRIAN LANGENBACH,1 MIROSLAW MARSZALEK,1 FRANÇOIS NEZ,4

AHMED OUF,5 RANDOLF POHL,5,6 SIDDHARTH RAJAMOHANAN,5

PAULINE YZOMBARD,4 KARSTEN SCHUHMANN,1 AND ALDO
ANTOGNINI1,3,*

1Institute for Particle Physics and Astrophysics, ETH, 8093 Zurich, Switzerland
2Institut für Strahlwerkzeuge, Universität Stuttgart, Pfa�enwaldring 43, 70569 Stuttgart, Deutschland,
Germany
3Laboratory for Particle Physics, Paul Scherrer Institute, 5232 Villigen, Switzerland
4Laboratoire Kastler Brossel, Sorbonne Université, CNRS, ENS-Université PSL, Collège de France, 75252
Paris Cedex 05, France
5QUANTUM, Institute of Physics, Johannes Gutenberg-Universität Mainz, 55099 Mainz, Germany
6Excellence Cluster PRISMA+, Johannes Gutenberg-Universität Mainz, 55099 Mainz, Germany
*aldo.antognini@psi.ch

Abstract: We demonstrate an injection-seeded thin-disk Yb:YAG laser at 1030 nm, stabilized
by the Pound-Drever-Hall (PDH) method. We modified the PDH scheme to obtain an error signal
free from Trojan locking points, which allowed robust re-locking of the laser and reliable long-
term operation. The single-frequency pulses have 50 mJ energy (limited to avoid laser-induced
damage) with a beam quality of M2 < 1.1 and an adjustable length of 55-110 ns. Heterodyne
measurements confirmed a spectral linewidth of 3.7 MHz. The short pulse build-up time (850
ns) makes this laser suitable for laser spectroscopy of muonic hydrogen, pursued by the CREMA
collaboration.

© 2023 Optica Publishing Group under the terms of the Optica Open Access Publishing Agreement

1. Introduction

Thin-disk lasers (TDL) are well known for their high power and energy output at very good beam
quality. High average power systems with close to di�raction limited beam quality and pulse
durations from nanoseconds to femtoseconds are commercially available and a large variety of
high-energy and high-intensity systems have been demonstrated [1–7]. While high-energy single
transverse mode operation in TDLs is well established, high-energy single axial mode operation
(i.e., single-frequency operation) is rarely pursued. Some projects using Yb:YAG are worth
noting [8–12] but the vibrations caused by the impingement cooling of the disk make stable
single-frequency operation in these high-power systems challenging.

In this paper we present an injection-seeded, Q-switched 1030 nm Yb:YAG TDL. Prior to
trigger, a narrow-bandwidth CW seed laser is resonantly coupled into the TDL resonator, so that
only a single axial mode is initially populated by the seed laser. The resulting high-energy pulse
building up in the TDL is thus also narrow-bandwidth ("single-frequency"). Resonant injection of
the seed light was achieved by stabilizing the TDL resonator length with the Pound-Drever-Hall
(PDH) method [13,14], and we achieved close to time-bandwidth limited pulses with energies
over 50 mJ in TEM00 mode, 55 ns pulse duration and < 5 MHz bandwidth. We reached pulse
repetition rates up to 1 kHz at 14 mJ pulse energy. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first

#498023 https://doi.org/10.1364/OE.498023

Journal © 2023 Received 14 Jun 2023; revised 25 Jul 2023; accepted 25 Jul 2023; published 21 Aug 2023

Till now zero photons at 6.8  but already a dozen of publications on lasers μm

Rev. Sci. Instrum. 94, 013001 (2023)

 Optics Express 31, Issue 18, pp. 29558-29572 (2023)

 Optics Express 32, Issue 2, pp. 1218-1230 (2024)

Accepted in applied optics (2024)

https://opg.optica.org/oe/issue.cfm?volume=31&issue=18
https://opg.optica.org/oe/issue.cfm?volume=32&issue=2
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Prospected statistical precision in 3 weeks of data taking
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Figure 11: (a) Simulated pseudo-measurement of the HFS transition for two weeks
of measurement. We assumed here an initial µp energy of 100 eV, a laser pulse
energy of 1 mJ, a laser bandwidth of 100 MHz, a cavity reflectivity of 99.2%, a muon
rate of 500 1/s, "Au = 0.7, "Au-false = 0.09, a target thickness of 1.2 mm and an
accidental rate of 0.2 1/s. (b) Similar to (a) but for a pulse energy of 1.5 mJ, a laser
bandwidth of 10 MHz and the more realistic initial kinetic energy distribution as
presented in Sec. 5. (c) Distribution of the bias obtained by fitting a Voigt function to
the resonance data for 105 pseudo-measurements. The orange distribution has been
obtained from data generated at the conditions used in (a), the blue distribution from
data generated at the conditions used in (b). (d) Fit uncertainties of the centroid
position obtained from the fits discussed in (c).
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Nuber et al, SciPost Phys. 13, 020 (2022)

Simulation

Relative accuracies below   are possible10−7

SciPost Physics Submission
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Figure 1: (a) Hyperfine structure of the 1s-state in µp divided into the triplet (F = 1)
and the singlet (F = 0) states depending on the total angular momentum of the muon-
proton system. (b) The three-level system used in the Bloch equations to model the laser
excitation followed by collisional deexcitation with an increase of kinetic energy (Ekin).
Initially all µp atoms are thermalized (average of Ekin ⇡ 5 meV) to the singlet state with
population ⇢11. The laser pulse drives the HFS transition, exciting the µp atoms into the
triplet state with population ⇢22. An inelastic collision then deexcites the triplet state
back to the singlet state converting the transition energy into kinetic energy. This singlet
state with additional kinetic energy is the third level in the optical Bloch equations with
population ⇢33 and Ekin ⇡ 100 meV.

(CREMA) collaboration in recent years has performed laser spectroscopy of the 2s � 2p (Lamb
shift) transitions in muonic hydrogen (µp) [4, 6], muonic deuterium (µd) [8] and muonic he-
lium (µ4He+) [9] and extracted the corresponding nuclear charge radii with an unprecedented
accuracy. The impact of the µp measurements on beyond-standard-model searches, on precision
atomic physics, and on the proton structure can be found in recent reviews [7, 10–12]. Along
this line of research, the CREMA collaboration is presently aiming at the measurement of the
ground-state hyperfine splitting (HFS) in µp with 1 ppm relative accuracy by means of pulsed
laser spectroscopy.

From the measurement of the HFS, precise information about the magnetic structure of the
proton can be extracted [13–23]. Specifically, by comparing the measured HFS transition fre-
quency with the corresponding theoretical prediction based on bound-state QED calculations [5,
13,19,20], the two-photon-exchange contribution can be extracted with approximately 2⇥ 10�4

relative accuracy. Because the two-photon-exchange contribution can be expressed as the sum of
a finite-size (static, elastic) part proportional to the Zemach radius (RZ) and a polarizability part
(dynamic, virtual excitation), its determination can be used to extract separately the two parts: the
Zemach radius when the polarizability contribution is assumed from theory [13,15,16,18,21–25],
and the polarizability contribution when taking RZ from electron-proton scattering or hydrogen
spectroscopy [19,26–28].

In this paper, we calculate the laser transition probability between singlet and triplet sublevels
of the ground state hyperfine-splitting in µp (see Figure 1), accounting for the actual detection
scheme used in the experiments and considering collisional and Doppler effects. This transition
probability is one of the key quantities needed to evaluate the feasibility of the CREMA hyperfine-

3
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The problem: How long to search for the resonance?
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Figure 8

Experimental values and theoretical predictions for the 1S and 2S hfs in H and µH.

The main source of uncertainty here is the 2� recoil contribution �recoil(H). Adding the

2� recoil contribution �recoil(µH) to Eq. 46, we obtain a prediction for the full 2�-exchange

and hVP contributions to the hfs in µH:

E
2�+hVP

1S-hfs
(µH) = −1.159(2)meV, E

2�+hVP

2S-hfs
(µH) = −0.1448(2)meV. 47.

With this, we arrive at a complete prediction of the hfs in µH:

E1S-hfs(µH) = 182.634(8)meV, E2S-hfs(µH) = 22.8130(9)meV, 48.

where we have also included an uncertainty due to possible scaling violation of �pol at the

level of 2% (assuming a very generous size for this contribution, �pol(µH) = 400ppm). Our

result is shown in Fig. 8, together with the existing µH 2S hfs measurement. The theory

predictions based on the empirical hfs in H, Eq. 48, are up to a factor 5 better than results

that do not use the H hfs.

Note that all theory predictions shown in Fig. 8 are in agreement, even though the

data-driven dispersive evaluations and the B�PT prediction disagree in the polarizability

contribution (cf. Fig. 6, Table 4). This is because most works use the experimental H

hfs to refine their prediction for the total 2�-exchange e↵ect. Hence the discrepancy in

polarizability is compensated by slightly di↵erent Zemach radii.

In future, reversing the above procedure to obtain a prediction of the hadronic con-

tributions to the 1S hfs in H from a measurement of the 1S hfs in µH, might allow for a

benchmark test of the H hfs theory. This, however, would also require further improvements

for the recoil corrections from 2� exchange, as well as for the uncertainty from missing con-

tributions in the µH theory. Note that a better benchmark test (� ∼ 2×10−9) of bound-state
QED for a hyperfine transitions can be achieved for the muonium hfs, which the MuSEUM

experiment (114) aims to measure with � ∼ 2×10−9 relative accuracy. To test the muonium

hfs on this level, the MuMass experiment (115, 116) has to determine the mµ�me ratio to

better than � ∼ 1 × 10−9 from the 1S-2S transition in muonium.

5. Bound-state QED tests of simple atomic and molecular systems

The simplicity of two- and three-body atomic-molecular systems combined with the preci-

sion of laser spectroscopy permit unique confrontations between theory and experiments.

The predictive power of bound-state QED, however, depends on the knowledge of funda-

mental constants such as the masses of the involved particles, ↵, R∞, and nuclear properties

such as the nuclear charge radii or magnetic moments.
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Figure 10: (a) Simulation of the resonance search in which a time 1.4t4� is spent
at each frequency point. ⌫ denotes the laser frequency, ⌫0 the resonance frequency.
(b) Ranking of the frequency points in correspondence of the resonance. For 97.43%
of the cases the simulated pseudo-data have a maximum in correspondence of the
resonance. For 1.84% of the cases the second largest point is in correspondence of
the resonance and so on.

the maximum of the simulated pseudo-data has been found in correspondence of the resonance
(see Fig. 10 (b)). As can be seen from the same figure, the probability that the second highest
point is at the position of the resonance is of about 1.84% and the probability that the third
highest point is at the position of the resonance is 0.39%. Summing up these probabilities
we obtain 99.66% which basically corresponds to the probabability of identifying the position
of the resonance by adding some statistics to three frequency points at maximum. On top
of this we have also investigated what is the probability that in the correspondence of the
resonance there are two adjacent frequency points whose sum deviates more than 4� from
background. Considering also this search criteria we obtain that with 99.93% we are able to
correctly identify the resonance position. Hence, we confirm that the above described simple
procedure to search for the resonance with 100 MHz steps and by accumulating statistics at
each frequency point for a time of 1.4t4� is adequate.

The maximal time needed to search for the resonance (using the simple procedure de-
scribed above) can be estimated to be 400⇥(1.4t4�+ t��change)

1
"uptime

= 820300 miniutes corre-
sponding to 8.2 weeks. For this estimate we have used conservative values for the experimental
performance: an uptime (including accelerator) of "uptime = 70%, a time t��change = 1 h to
change the laser frequency, a laser pulse energy of 1 mJ, a laser bandwidth of 100 MHz, a
cavity reflectivity of 99.2%, a muon rate of 500 1/s, "Au = 0.7, "Au-false = 0.09, a target thick-
ness of 1.2 mm, and scan range of 40 GHz. Moreover we assumed that all µp atoms have
100 eV initial kinetic energy. Most probably the resonance can be found much faster if a sig-
nificant deviation from background is found earlier and by adapting our search strategy (i.e.
accumulating more statistics on points with significant deviations from background).

We have also simulated 105 pseudo-measurements of the HFS resonance after its discovery,
assuming that two weeks of beamtime can be used to measure the resonance (this time does
not include the time needed to change the laser wavelength and the time when the setup or
the accelerator are not operative). A simulation of a resonance measurement for conservative
assumptions is shown in Fig. 11a. Figure 11b shows a similar simulation for slightly less

19

0.16 meV (40 GHz) search range

Antognini, Hagelstein, Pascalutsa, arXiv:2205.10076

Simulation of resonance search

Theory prediction

Measure in frequency steps of  100 MHz in a range of 40 GHz 
At each frequency spend 2-3 h  
Include up- and setting up times

Easily exceed 10 weeks of beamtime
This time can NOT be allocated at PSI
Need improved theory prediction

δ = 4 × 10−5
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Theory prediction for 1S-HFS in  
needed soon before the experiment on 

the  level (1 GHz)

μH

2 × 10−5

The experiment has the potential to 
reach the   level1 × 10−7

Opens the way to test HFS in H  
 level< 1 × 10−8

Opens the way for investigating the HFS 
splitting in other systems: , μ3He+ μ6Li++
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Standard Model prediction for the S-level hyperfine splitting in light muonic atoms
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For tomorrow Saturday (door is open from 8:00 to 10:30 )
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